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Beginner and Intermediate PLO Analysis Group Courses – Basic Info 

Group Composition and Pricing 

Eight students @ $1500 each, 18 sessions, 2 hours/session, each has 2 (related) themes, one per hour.  36 hours total 

Six students @ $2500/each, 18 sessions, 2 hours/session, each has 2 (related) themes, one per hour.  36 hours total 

The main differences between the courses are the group sizes, a more advanced set of weekly themes in the Intermediate 

Course that is determined largely by student vote, and different prizes for high participation in the Intermediate group.  

Minor differences will be noted within this document. 

Course Process Explanation 

Sessions will most likely occur on Fridays, beginning 10/27/2017.  Time TBD based on student wishes.  The earliest we 

will begin is 9AM EST, the latest is 5PM EST.  will consider other days if Friday doesn’t work for students.  Second best day 

would be Thursdays.  The goal is to have the weekly cycle of preliminary content end with an end of week session.  The 

attached schedule and description of the weekly cycle assumes a Friday session day. 

On each lesson date, I will release homework based on that day's themes.  The students will have until the day before the 

next lesson to complete it.  Homework is suggested but not required; it is included in the participation scoring promotion. 

In a standard week (15 total), both the students and I will have obligations earlier in the week: 

On Monday, the Prep Content Delivery Date, the students will be responsible for giving me hands they have played or seen 

at their stakes that fit the week.  Hands should be submitted as pkj files. 

Also on Monday, I will release the week's Bonus Content.  These will primarily be research reports or essays that relate to 

the current week or an upcoming week, and will either enhance what is covered in the related lesson(s) or cover 

something that will be left out of the lesson time. 

We will use Slack for a forum and chat (We will either use Slack or Skype for the actual group-call sessions). 

On Wednesday, I will release two packets of pkj hand-sets.  One will be all the hands submitted that week, arranged 

logically.  One will be the hands I have chosen to use for the week.  In both cases, I may add hands himself if it seems 

necessary or useful. 

In an office hours week (3 total), the students will have no obligations.  I will still produce a piece of bonus content. 

In a vacation week (4 total), no one does anything for the course. 

Forum and chat use is open-ended.  Students can post additional hands, deeper hand analysis, theory questions, questions 

about the previous or upcoming weeks, or any other relevant content. 

Student Participation Competition 

Student Prep Work 

Students will receive 1 point per quality hand they submit (up to 12 hands) for weeks 2-3 

Students will receive 2 points per quality hand they submit (up to 6 hands) for weeks 4-5 and 7-10 

Students will receive 3 points per quality hand they submit (up to 4 hands) for weeks 12-13 

Students will receive 6 points per quality hand they submit (up to 2 hands) for weeks 14-15 

Students will receive up to 12 points for their prep work in Weeks 1, 6, 11.  Points at my discretion. 
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Student Participation Competition, continued 

Session Participation 

Students will receive 2 points for attending any session (including Office Hours) 

Students will receive up to 4 additional points for meaningful contribution to any session (including Office Hours) 

Students will receive up to 6 additional points (max of 12) for exceptional contribution to any session (including Office 

Hours) 

Quality will dominate quantity in judging contributions.  We will have 9/7 people including me --> high points will go to 

those use their fair share of the time to add value 

Homework 

Students will receive between 0 and 12 points for their homework each of the 15 homework weeks.   

Each homework will have 4 problems.   

Simply completing or reasonably attempting a question will be worth 1 point.  Answering correctly/mostly correctly will 

be worth 2 points.  An excellent, comprehensive answer will be worth 3 points.    

Forum Participation 

Students will receive between 0 and 10 points each week (excepting the 4 vacation weeks) for forum participation, at my 

discretion.   

Quality will count more than quantity, but less so than in session when time is limited 

Play Money PLO STT 

After the course finishes students will be invited to an 9-handed play money PLO sit and go on Stars.  I’ll play but my 

finish won’t count.  The eight places will get 180/150/120/90/75/60/30/15 points toward the competition.  No shows 

will get 0 points.  For Intermediate Group it will be 6-handed and 180/135/90/60/45/30. 

Collected Notes/Course Summary 

At the end of the course, each student can submit a 3-5 pages summary paper that collects his notes from the course and 

indicates what he learned.  Reference to hands/pkj files/bonus content/forum content is welcome.  These will be scored 

0-100, with 50 being the minimum for any attempt.  Not attempting gets 0. 

Updated points will be posted in Slack as soon as possible. 

The maximum possible point total is 1000. 

Prizes 

The highest scoring student will receive free copies of Advanced PLO Theory ($2500), Live Full Ring PLO ($300), PLO 

MTTs ($100), and any other books I complete before 6/1/2018 ($100-$300 range).  The highest scoring Intermediate 

student will also receive four 1-1 lessons. The highest scoring Beginner student will also receive two 1-1 lessons. 

Any students scoring over 500 will receive free copies of Beginner PLO Theory, Beginner PLO Analysis, and The Beginner 

PLO Workbook, whenever they are completed (likely $100 each).  Qualifying Intermediate students will also receive one 1-1 

lesson and free copies of Intermediate PLO Theory, Intermediate PLO Analysis, and The Intermediate PLO Workbook, 

whenever they are completed (likely $300 each).   

I reserve the right to adjust the 500 number if it seems appropriate (this would be in the student's favor, e.g. if many 

people are actively engaged but top score is at 60% of max, I'd lower the bar for the second group from 500) 
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Intermediate Course Topics 

Students are given a topic list before the course begins and vote on what we will cover in the 12 hand review weeks.  I’ll 

ask the students who sign up for additional topics they’d like added to the list before we vote.  I’ll use the vote to choose 

24 topics and slot them into the 24 hours in Hand Analysis weeks, placing related topics in each week.   

The topics will likely lead to my producing additional bonus content beyond what I’m doing for the Beginner group; I’ll 

still give all the Beginner content to the Intermediate students. 

Current Topic List: 

Preflop Decisions - SRP 

Preflop Decisions - 3b/4b 

Suited Non-Straight/Paired Flops 

Rainbow Non-Straight/Paired Flops 

Possible Straight Flops 

Paired and Monotone Flops 

3b Pot Flops 

4b Pot Flops 

Dynamic Turns 

Static Turns 

Turn Bluffs and Semi-bluffs 

Big River Pots 

Small-Medium River Pots 

Paired Rivers 

Flush Rivers 

Straight Rivers (including multi-straight rivers like Q548J 

Backdoor Draw Rivers 

Rivers with 1-2 texture shifts 

Rivers with 0 texture shifts 

River bluffs 

Broadway Boards 

Medium Boards 

Low Boards 

HU Pots OOP 

HU Pots IP 

MW Pots OOP/MP 

MW Pots IP 

SPR 0.5-1.5 

SPR 2-3 

SPR 4-6 

SPR 6-9 

SPR 10-15 

Stack-off Thresholds 

Multiway 3bet hands with HU stackoff hands that are unclear 3-ways 

Determining Range Strength 

Determining Range Polarity 

Check-raising Flop 

Floating 

Check-raising Turn 

Double Barreling (incl. value, bluff, semi-bluff, flop-turn switches, merged) 

Bet Sizing 

Blockers 

200BB+ Play 

AA 

KK-QQ 

JJ-TT 

99-66 
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Current Topic List, continued: 

55-22 

Axxx suited ace 

Strong rundowns 

Doublesuited Multi-gapper  

Single-suited Multi-gapper 

Playing LAGs 

Playing maniacs 

Playing 3-4 handed 

Short-stacking and short-stackers 

4-betting light 

Facing light 4-bettors 

Facing light 3-bettors 

Alternative Preflop Sizing 

 

 


